
“No woman can call herself 
free who does not own and 
control her body. No woman 
can call herself free until she 
can choose consciously 
whether she will or will not be 
a mother.” 1920
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Presentation Notes
Margaret Sanger grasped the link between contraception and self-determination early. She was the driving force behind the birth control movement in the United States. She gave out information, was prosecuted for her beliefs, and eventually founded Planned Parenthood. Already in 1912 she had a dream about a magical pill for contraception. Katherine McCormick was a wealthy philanthropist, heir to the International Harvester fortune. She supported Sanger financially and personally.Gregory Pincus was one of the early researchers of the role of hormones in procreation..They joined forces in 1953. Sanger & McCormick sponsored Pincus to develop the contraceptive pill, which was introduced in 1957.The grandest invention for the self-determination of women was the idea and initiative of women.
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Supported by:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
at Choice we want to develop 21st century contraception, to only have desired children, enlarge the self-determination of women, and therefore have a better future for all.



Lips open/close

Choice

ideal contraception 1

gives us control in our body where we need it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is Choice? We can open and close many bodily orifices, and therefore have the choice to speak or be silent, to eat or to abstain, to urinate or to detain. But we have no sphinxter for our reproductive system, and therefore no Choice. Choice wants to develop a switchable valve for the reproductive channel, as contraception.



No 
hormones

ideal contraception 2

..because we want to be ourselves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course we already have contraception. But the pill and the IUD contain hormones or copper. Women all over the world are turning away from the pill, due to worries about hormones, their effects, and the insecurity where they end and the hormones begin. Therefore; no hormones or other chemical working mechanisms.



Discipline 
free

ideal contraception 3

..because we are not always disciplined

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also do not have the required discipline to use condoms or the pill reliably (difference in reliability between perfect- and real life use of the pill is 0,3% pregnancies against 7%). Good contracepion is therefore discipline-free. 



Passion
proof

ideal contraception 4

..because we are not always rational.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do not always control our sexuality (even if society demands it) – a good contraceptive must therefore also be passion proof, so every child is truly desired. 



Every child should be desired
CC Anna (Supervivència a Camboia)

A desired child has better chances for 
love, food, education and is therefore 
more likely to live a fullfilling, 
productive life. `To have desired 
children is therefore good for them, 
their mothers, their families & societies.
The current situation is
1. 1 in 4 gets aborted
2. 1 in 5 is unwanted
3. Growth among the poorest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then we have the bigger picture. According to the UN 1 in 4 pregnancies is aborted, 2 in 5 of the remaining children is unplanned, and half of them unwanted... A bad start in life. Whatever your view on abortion, lessen the demand for abortions is anybody’s cause. The fewer undesired children we have, the lower the societal cost for the poor, the criminal and the physically and mentally ill, and the better chances the children have for love, sustenance, schooling and a future. This is better for children, mothers, families, men & women, society and the planet.This world will contain 10 billion people. Every child should be desired.
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Access

to the rural poor, with a single procedure & non-recurring cost.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This growth will mostly happen with the poorest. According the Gates Foundation there is an unmet need for contraception of 200 million women. We can access these women with a one-time only device, which is quickly placed, requires no maintenance or recurring cost.
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Choice:
Placing valves in fallopian tubes to ensure lifelong fertility 
control.

closed open

or
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Choice: Placement
Endoscopic placement of valves
No incisions, no scar tissue
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Choice: Wireless energy
Valves can now be opened and closed from outside with wireless energy, 
picked up by an antenna in the implants. The rest of the time there is no 
energy in the system. 
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Choice: Technical development
From mechanics to electronics

Confidential: new patentable developments
(shown only under NDA)

Achieved with:

Achieved:
Design valve – patented
Design actuator – patented
Valve 1:1 watertight
Actuator 1:1 functioning
Rabbit tuba test objects
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Choice: Need/Focus groups/
Market research

Contraception (UN/Guttmacher Institute, Reproductive Health Magazine, the Lancet)

• Global Use: - 671 million in-union women worldwide 
• Unmet need: - 214 million in-union women worldwide 
• Methods: - 30% sterilization, 22% IUD, 14% pill. Strong trends away from 

the pill due to side effects

Focus groups / Market research Choice (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam / own research 100 women))

• Overall: - Positive, most of the time Choice will be considered. 
• Condition: - Choice should be harmless to their 

health & fertility.
• Pro: - Certainty of contraception

- Ease of use (no need to think about it)
- No hormonal interference



Attractive for large groups of women, from rich to poor.  Global market $ 23 billion 2018.

• Introduction: young tech- and health-conscious women
• Choice one: America/Europe, cost similar to IUD over life - quality of life (level 4 income*)

• Choice two: Asia (India/China) - government policy/programs (level 2/3 income*) 

• Choice three: Africa – costs (level 1 income*)

one: 2,500 € 
(Mechanical)
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Choice: Price development
Starting from something for the few - to something for all

two: 1,500 €
(Wireless)

three: 500 €
(Wireless)

Economies of scale drive the price down

* See Hans Rosling: Factfulness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fertile WomenGlobal Contraceptives $23 billion in 2018GynecologistsPartner w/ larger players



Investors with an active role in Choice

- ir. E. van de Graaf - Financial management
- Ir. R. Boogerd - Investor management
- Dip. Ing. J. Stroetzel - Electronics, new business ventures (urology, industrial applications)
- J. Offermans - Echoscopy expert
- H. Frank - Veterinarian

Leading experts who support the development of Choice :

– Prof. Dr. Bongers - Gynecology University Medical Center Maastricht/MMC - Advisory Board Choice 
– Dr. S. Veersema - Gynecology University Medical Center Utrecht - Advisory Board Choice 
– Prof. Dr. Ir. Baltus - Centre for Wireless Technology TU/e - Advisory Board Choice 
– Prof. Dr. Laven - Gynecology Erasmus University Medical Center Rotterdam
– Dr. Ir. J. de Hart - CEO LifeTec group
– Prof. Dr. Ir. Smolders - Electromagnetics in Wireless Telecom TU/e
– Prof. Dr. Bouten - Smart Interventions Health TU/e
– Prof. Dr. Ir. Hummels - Smart Health Industrial Design TU/e
– MD, PhD. Joris Bannenberg - CEO Factory CRO
– Dr. S. Deckers - CEO GTX Medical, Sapiens
– Dr. Ir. K. Kianush - CTO Catena
– Etc., etc.
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Choice: Team
“Not only what you know, but whom you know”



“Every child desired”
Thank you for your attention

Peter van de Graaf 17
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